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Shunned and Dangerous - Laura Bradford
2014-03-04
Living in the small town of Heavenly,
Pennsylvania, Claire Weatherly has come to
admire the Amish for their wholesome, honest
way of life. But she also knows that nothing is as
simple as it seems—especially when murder
disturbs the peace. Claire has always been game
for a good puzzle, so when she hears that Mose
Fisher has made one of his famous corn mazes,
she can’t wait to walk the paths and test her
skill. But she’ll have a much more serious puzzle
to solve when, deep inside the maze, she
discovers the body of Amish dairy farmer Harley
Zook. It won’t be easy for Detective Jakob Fisher
to investigate a murder on his own father’s
farm—not after being shunned by the man for
leaving the Amish community and becoming a
cop. With Mose himself as a suspect, and old
family secrets cropping up, it’s up to Claire to
help catch the killer before she finds herself at a
dead end.
Vanish in Plain Sight - Marta Perry 2011-06-01
Since she was a little girl, Marisa Angelo has
been haunted by the image of her mother
walking away, suitcase in hand, to return to her
Amish roots. Marisa and her "Englischer" father
never saw or heard from her again. Now Marisa
has received a shocking call from police. Her
mother's bloodstained suitcase was found hidden
inside the wall of a Pennsylvania Dutch
farmhouse. Desperate for answers, Marisa heads
to Lancaster County. But no one—not the police
or Marisa's tight-lipped Amish relatives—can
explain what happened to her mother. Only one
man is as determined as Marisa to unravel the
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mystery—Link Morgan, the handsome exmilitary loner who found the suitcase in the
house he inherited from his uncle. Now both
Link's and Marisa's family members are
implicated in the decades-old disappearance.
The secret lies somewhere in the quaint Amish
settlement. But someone will do anything to
ensure the truth remains hidden forever.
The Mockingbird's Song - Wanda E. Brunstetter
2020-08-01
Where Is the Hope in Grief for a Young Amish
Widow? Sylvia has been nearly paralyzed with
grief and anxiety since the tragic death of her
husband, father, and brother in a traffic
accident. She tries to help in the family’s
greenhouse while caring for her two young
children, but she prefers not to have to deal with
customers. Her mother’s own grief causes her to
hover over her children and grandchildren, and
Sylvia seeks a diversion. She takes up
birdwatching and soon meets an Amish man who
teaches her about local birds. But Sylvia’s
mother doesn’t trust Dennis Weaver, and as the
relationship sours, mysterious attacks on the
greenhouse start up again.
The Secrets Beneath - Kathleen Fuller
2010-11-28
Rebekah Yoder loves a good mystery—that is,
until she becomes a part of one. Rebekah Yoder
has always been curious . . . or nosy depending
on whom you ask. When a Yankee stranger
moves into the house next door, she’s fascinated.
Who is this strange old man who never waves or
smiles? When Bekah sees him digging holes in
his back yard, she’s sure there is a case to be
solved. Unfortunately, when her cousin blabs the
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story to the whole school, rumors fly. Is he
hiding something? Treasure? Victims? And worst
of all, annoying Caleb Mullet is now determined
to solve the mystery with her. What they don’t
realize is there’s not just secrecy lurking next
door—there’s danger. Will Bekah take her
curiosity too far? Readers will love journeying
with Bekah Yoder as they learn the danger of
gossip, the importance of prayer, and the real
story of The Secrets Beneath.
Where Secrets Sleep - Marta Perry 2015-02-24
In small town Laurel Ridge, not everything is as
simple as it appears After a terrible betrayal,
Allison Standish flees Philadelphia for the small
Amish village of Laurel Ridge to claim an
unexpected inheritance. Allison intends to sell
the mansion housing various shops on Main
Street—until she meets Nick Whiting, a single
father and tenant of Blackburn House, who
challenges everything she believes about her
estranged grandmother and the Amish
community. Strange stipulations in her
grandmother's will soon bring distant relatives
and seething townsfolk to Allison's door. As
anonymous threats escalate, Nick grows
protective of Allison, and she finds herself falling
for the handsome carpenter… But then she
discovers her grandmother's death may not have
been accidental, and someone wants Allison
gone. Permanently. "Perry's story hooks you
immediately. Her uncanny ability to seamlessly
blend the mystery element with contemporary
themes makes this one intriguing read." —RT
Book Reviews on Home by Dark
Kappy King and the Pie Kaper - Amy Lillard
2018-12-18
Kathryn “Kappy” King’s skill at making kapps for
the Amish women of Blue Sky, Pennsylvania, is
unparalleled. But she’s also dangerously good at
discovering dark truths beneath this peaceful
valley ... When an “accident” puts beloved
bishop's wife Alma Miller in a coma, many in
Blue Sky are quick to blame struggling widow
Frannie Lehman. Both women are the best
bakers around, but for years Alma’s boysenberry
pies have been more award-winning—and
profitable—than Frannie’s. And with Alma out of
this fall’s county festival, Frannie’s pie finally
wins first prize. But when Alma dies and
Frannie’s children fall victim to gossip and
bullying, Kappy is determined to uncover the
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real truth. Soon Kappy and her outcast friend
Edie have their hands full of odd clues. What do
Alma’s strange last words mean? Why would
someone break into her house just to steal a
quilt? Who is the mysterious new piemaker in
town—and why is she still in Blue Sky after
losing the festival competition? When longburied family secrets and contested legacies
start getting into the mix, Kappy and Edie must
work fast before another victim gets a deadly pie
in the face ...
Premeditated Peppermint - Amanda Flower
2018-09-25
An Amish chocolatier wants to know who fits the
mold of murderer when a TV exec dies during a
holiday special in this mystery by the Agatha
Award-winner. For her first Yuletide in the
Amish community of Harvest, Ohio, former bigcity chocolatier Bailey King is recreating a
cherished holiday treat: peppermint combined
with molten white chocolate. But her sugar high
plummets when her former boyfriend walks into
her candy shop Swissmen Sweets. New York
celebrity chef Eric Sharp and his TV crew have
arrived to film an authentic Amish Christmas.
Bailey’s not about to let Harvest be turned into a
sound bite. But the camera crew catches more
than they bargained for when their producer is
strangled to death—and Eric is the prime
suspect. With Bailey’s sheriff deputy boyfriend
out to prove Eric’s guilt, her bad-boy ex tries to
sweet-talk her into helping him clear his
name…and rekindle their romance. Now,
between a surplus of suspects and the victim’s
own unsavory secrets, Bailey’s up against a
killer who isn’t looking to bring joy to the
world—or to Bailey—this deadly Noel . . . This
eBook edition includes a recipe and bonus
vignette!
Suspendered Sentence - Laura Bradford
2015-03-03
Visit the Amish community of Heavenly,
Pennsylvania, where shop owner Claire
Weatherly has come to appreciate a simpler,
more peaceful way of life. But dark secrets are
about to complicate things in this novel in the
Amish Mystery series. After the Stoltzfus barn
catches fire, Claire is awed by the response of
the community. Hundreds of Amish men gather
together to raise a new barn for the family in a
matter of days. But in the midst of the work, a
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human skeleton is unearthed. Found with the
remains is half of a friendship bracelet last seen
on Sadie Lehman, an Amish teen long believed
to have left her strict upbringing for the allure of
English ways. Now Detective Jakob Fisher—once
a member of the Amish community himself—is
determined to solve the young woman’s murder.
With Claire’s help, he must dig into the past and
bring to light long-buried secrets—secrets that
someone is willing to kill to protect...
The Amish Sweet Shop - Emma Miller
2020-01-28
It’s almost Valentine’s Day, the busiest time of
the year at Beechy’s Sweets, where the Amish
gifts of love and faith are even sweeter than the
home-made candy. THE SWEETEST
COURTSHIP National Bestselling Author Emma
Miller At age thirty-six, Jacob Beechy is a
rarity—a master candy maker, and a bachelor.
His mother, however, still hopes for
grandchildren. With Valentine’s Day around the
corner, she convinces Jacob he will need extra
help in the shop and interviews a string of
applicants—for his future wife . . . THE
SWEETEST TRUTH National Bestselling Author
Laura Bradford Sadie Fischer has accepted that
she will never marry. Her scars from a barn fire
are a daily reminder of why. So when she
receives mysterious gifts leading up to
Valentine’s Day, including chocolate from
Beechy’s, she’s bewildered—yet curious. Sadie
may not think she’s pretty, but there’s a young
man who sees only sweetness when he looks at
her . . . NOTHING TASTES SO SWEET AwardWinning Author Mary Ellis Pregnant and
suddenly widowed, Hannah must give up the
dreams she once had. But when she learns that
her longtime English employer plans to sell his
hardware store, she’s determined to buy it. She
doesn’t realize that will mean following a clue
from Beechy’s to clear a man’s name—and
finding a partnership in work, faith, and love . . .
Tell Her No Lies - Kelly Irvin 2018-11-13
Even the most admired families have secrets to
hide in this romantic suspense novel—a highstakes race for the truth after a shocking
murder. Nina Fischer carries a camera wherever
she goes so she can view life through a filter.
Safely. After her mother abandoned her to the
streets, Nina kept people at a distance, including
her uncle, Geoffrey, who adopted Nina and her
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sister. Wealthy and proud, he is a good man, a
fair judge, and someone many in San Antonio
admire. But when he is murdered, and the
detective assigned to the case accuses Nina of
the crime, she knows she must act. She’s
determined to use her journalism background to
find her adoptive father’s real killer. The two
men in her life want to help, but can she trust
them? She’s known Rick since they were
children, but now he’s an attorney whose
political aspirations seem more important than
Nina’s tragic loss. And then there’s Aaron, a
news videographer, who knows that using their
friendship could break the biggest story of his
career. Following the evidence leads Nina on a
journey of discovery into her father’s shocking
masquerade as a law-abiding, family-loving
Christian. When her biological mother makes an
appearance at Geoffrey’s funeral and asks to be
welcomed back into her daughters’ lives, Nina is
even more determined to find the truth about
her past. Unlocking these secrets could prove
fatal, but it’s the only way Nina will ever be able
to trust love again. A fast-paced thriller, Tell Her
No Lies is sure to satisfy fans of romantic
suspense. Praise for Tell Her No Lies: “Tell Her
No Lies is true romantic suspense at its best!
Kelly Irvin has penned a heart-stopping,
adrenaline pumping romantic suspense with an
unlikely heroine that tugs at the heartstrings.
Highly recommended!”—Colleen Coble, USA
TODAY bestselling author “In a world where so
many present one facade externally and another
inside their homes, this novel shines a light on
the power of truth to cut through the darkness.
Wrap that inside a page-turning mystery and
some sweet romance and it’s a story perfect for
readers who love multiple threads.”—Cara
Putman, author of the Hidden Justice series Fulllength, stand-alone romantic suspense Includes
discussion questions for book clubs Perfect for
fans of Colleen Coble, Dani Pettrey, and Allison
Brennan
A Secret Amish Love - Rebecca Kertz
2017-07-01
A Forbidden Romance Nell Stoltzfus has always
valued her independence—but with her father
insisting she marry, she's feeling the pressure to
figure out her future. A decision that is further
complicated when she falls for English
veterinarian James Pierce. Nell knows her
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romantic feelings for James are forbidden in her
Amish community. Yet the connection they share
only seems to grow deeper when she starts
working at his clinic. As Nell's father urges her
to choose an Amish husband, she finds herself
torn between devotion to her family and her
heart's only wish. Can Nell turn her secret love
for James into a happy ending?
Secrets of the Amish Diary - 2016
When Liz Eckardt leaves behind her hectic life
as a Boston lawyer to become an innkeeper in
charming Pleasant Creek, Indiana, she hopes to
find solace and answers as she mourns the loss
of her mother, Abigail. Along with her mother's
diary and an antique heirloom quilt, Liz
inherited a family secret: Abigail cut ties with
her Amish family years ago, a family Liz never
knew existed, and Liz yearns to unravel the
mystery of her mother's past. Liz settles into her
new life at the Olde Mansion Inn with the help of
the town's quirky quilting group, the Material
Girls, and several members of the Amish
community. She bonds instantly with her new
Amish friend, Miriam Borkholder, and enjoys the
success of her burgeoning bed and breakfast.
That is until one of her guests, the unpopular
Clarence Peabody, is found dead in the lake
behind her inn and Miriam's son is the prime
suspect.
Plain Pursuit - Alison Stone 2013-06-04
Danger in Amish Country When her brother is
killed in a small Amish town, Anna Quinn
discovers she's an unwelcome outsider. But the
FBI agent investigating the case is right at
home—because Eli Miller was born and raised in
Apple Creek's Plain community. Eli left his
Amish faith behind long ago, but his heart is
rooted in a local cold case he can't forget—a
mystery with strange connections to Anna's loss.
Desperate to uncover the truth, Anna and Eli are
faced with stony silences and secrets…secrets
that someone wants to keep buried in the past.
Amish Family Secrets - Samantha Price
2019-05-05
Secrets have been kept. Lies have been told.
What will Florence do when she learns the truth
that her stepmother has been keeping from her
for many years?Will this change Florence's
plans?
A Gathering of Secrets - Linda Castillo
2018-07-10
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A deadly fire exposes the dark side of Amish life
in A Gathering of Secrets, a harrowing new
thriller in the New York Times bestselling series
(July 2017) by Linda Castillo. When a historic
barn burns to the ground in the middle of the
night, Chief of Police Kate Burkholder is called
in to investigate. At first, it looks like an
accident, but when the body of eighteen-year-old
Daniel Gingerich is found inside—burned
alive—Kate suspects murder. Who would want a
well-liked, hardworking young Amish man dead?
Kate delves into the investigation only to find
herself stonewalled by the community to which
she once belonged. Is their silence a result of the
Amish tenet of separation? Or is this peaceful
and deeply religious community conspiring to
hide a truth no one wants to talk about? Kate
doubles down only to discover a plethora of
secrets and a chilling series of crimes that
shatters everything she thought she knew about
her Amish roots—and herself. As Kate wades
through a sea of suspects, she’s confronted by
her own violent past and an unthinkable
possibility.
Hide and Secret - Kathleen Fuller 2011-09-20
When three Amish teenagers search for clues to
a family mystery, the investigation strains their
close friendship.
Amish House of Secrets - Samantha Price
2014-11-01
Wil buys an old house to renovate for Emma and
he to live in after they are married. What does
Emma find in the old house that sends her on a
journey to unite lost loves? Join the five widows
as they endeavour to reunite two people who
have been kept apart for over forty years
through lies and deceit. While Emma is trying to
repair another's relationship, is she at risk of
letting her own happiness fall by the wayside?
Emma takes advice from others regarding her
relationship, but when she realises her true
feelings has she left things too late? Also in the
'Amish Secret Widows' Society' series: The
Amish Widow: Book 1 Hidden: Book 2 Accused:
Book 3 Amish Regrets: Book 4
The Amish Girl Who Never Belonged Samantha Price 2017-03-28
After Emma's parents died, her disagreeable
grandmother often sent her to stay with the
Eshes, a nearby family. When her grandmother
died, Emma was sent to live with distant
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relatives. While Emma was comfortable at their
home, she never felt she truly belonged. On her
twentieth birthday, things took a turn for the
worse when her uncle announced he was finding
her a suitable husband. Emma was shocked to
learn the man was Thomas Esh, who was said to
be a secret drunkard and a gambler. In
response, Emma took a job as a housemaid and
fled the Amish community. Several months later,
a chance encounter with Thomas leaves Emma
confused. Was it possible for someone so
reckless to change completely? Did Emma make
the right decision when she left the Amish all
those months ago?
The Crow's Call - Wanda E. Brunstetter
2020-03-01
Mysterious Events Plague a Greenhouse in
Pennsylvania’s Amish Country When Vernon
King, his son, and son-in-law are involved in a
terrible accident, three women are left to cope
with their deaths, as they become the sole
providers of the family they have left. The
women’s only income must come from the family
greenhouse, but someone seems to be trying to
force them out of business. Amy King has just
lost her father and brother, and her mother
needs her to help run the family’s greenhouse. It
doesn’t seem fair to ask her to leave a job she
loves, when there is still a sister and brother to
help. But Sylvia is also grieving for her husband
while left to raise three children, and Henry, just
out of school, is saddled with all the jobs his
father and older brother used to do. As Amy
assumes her new role, she also asks Jared Riehl
to put their courtship on hold. When things
become even more stressful at the greenhouse,
will Amy crumble under the pressure?
Amish Regrets - Samantha Price 2014-10-18
There is another mystery for the widows to
solve. This time there is a murder close to home.
Silvie's younger sister, Sabrina, has become
involved with the millionaire Englisher, Carmello
Liante. When Carmello is found murdered and
Sabrina becomes a suspect, the widows rally
around to find the killer. In their investigations,
they find many people who wanted to see
Carmello dead. Even more suspects come to the
fore once the benefactors of Carmellos' will are
made known. In the midst of her grieving
Sabrina must decide whether to stay in the
Amish community. Will Sabrina accept what the
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bishop proposes she should do to make amends?
Or will the grieving Sabrina decide to leave the
community for good now that her shameful
secret is out. Also in the Amish Secret Widows'
Society series: The Amish Widow Book 1 Hidden
Book 2 Accused Book 3
Stuff They Don't Want You to Know - Ben Bowlin
2022-10-11
“Interesting...Bowlin's calmly rational approach
to the subject of conspiracy theories shows the
importance of logic and evidence.”—Booklist "A
page-turning book to give to someone who
believes in pizza pedophilia or that the Illuminati
rule the world."—Kirkus Reviews The co-hosts of
the hit podcast Stuff They Don’t Want You to
Know, Ben Bowlin, Matthew Frederick, & Noel
Brown, discern conspiracy fact from fiction in
this sharp, humorous, compulsively readable,
and gorgeously illustrated book. In times of
chaos and uncertainty, when trust is low and
economic disparity is high, when political
institutions are crumbling and cultural
animosities are building, conspiracy theories
find fertile ground. Many are wild, most are
untrue, a few are hard to ignore, but all of them
share one vital trait: there’s a seed of truth at
their center. That seed carries the sordid,
conspiracy-riddled history of our institutions and
corporations woven into its DNA. Ben Bowlin,
Matt Frederick, and Noel Brown host the
popular iHeart Media podcast, Stuff They Don’t
Want You To Know. They are experts at
exploring, explaining, and interrogating today’s
emergent conspiracies—from chem trails and
biological testing to the secrets of lobbying and
the indisputable evidence of UFOs. Written in a
smart, witty, and conversational style, elevated
with amazing illustrations, Stuff They Don’t
Want You to Know is a vital book in
understanding the nature of conspiracy and
using truth as a powerful weapon against
ignorance, misinformation, and lies.
Undercover Amish - Debby Giusti 2017-10-03
Coming soon! Undercover Amish by Debby
Giusti will be available Oct 3, 2017.
Amish Bachelor's Secret - Samantha Price
2018-02-22
Benjamin has left it long enough to get married.
With all his brothers settled with wives and
children, Mrs. Fuller feels she needs to take
drastic action to get her last son married and out
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of the house. What is Benjamin keeping secret
from his parents and the Amish community? Will
Benjamin be the only Fuller son who remains a
bachelor forever despite the efforts of his
mother and sisters-in-law?What ending is in
store for Mary Lou's cousin, Magnolia?
When Secrets Strike - Marta Perry 2015-11-01
In Laurel Ridge, Pennsylvania, a community
once united must suspect one of their own Amish
quilter Sarah Bitler's dreams no longer feature a
husband and family. Instead, she searches for
success in the quilt shop within Blackburn
House, a place once tarnished with deadly
secrets. She refuses to let the past influence her
future…until an ominous fire forces them to
collide. Firefighter Aaron King was the first to
touch Sarah's heart—and the first to break it.
Now a widower and father of two small girls, his
return to Sarah's life brings her buried feelings
to the surface. As a string of horrific incidents
tears apart their community, an arsonist's wrath
threatens to destroy them all. With Aaron as the
only suspect, Sarah must follow her instincts to
find the truth. But to protect an innocent man,
she might risk her heart to Aaron again…and
risk her life to an unknown killer.
Amish Secrets - Marta Perry 2020-12-29
Rachel Hurst sacrificed the life she wanted to
stay home and care for her father and siblings
after her mother’s death. But now her father has
decided to remarry, and there’s no room for
Rachel. Desperate to find a job, she accepts the
position of housekeeper for a wealthy elderly
woman in her isolated mansion. Jacob Beiler
thought he had gotten over Rachel’s rejection,
but when she arrives as the new housekeeper,
he is battered by both joy and bitterness at
seeing her again. When odd near accidents
threaten the elderly woman’s well-being, her
relatives are quick to point fingers, but Rachel
suspects someone is intent on harming her
employer. When no one believes her, the only
person she can turn to for help is Jacob. With
danger deepening, Rachel faces a situation that
could cost her life…and will certainly break her
heart once again.
Leah's Choice - Marta Perry 2009-11-03
In the first novel set in the Amish community of
Pleasant Valley, a teacher must rely on her faith
to guide her heart through challenging times. All
of Pleasant Valley seems to think the newcomer
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from Lancaster County is the perfect match for
schoolteacher Leah Beiler. After all, so few new
families come to their secluded Amish
community, and even fewer unmarried men.
Daniel Glick is a widower with three young
children to look after—clearly he's in need of a
wife. But Daniel’s past haunts him at every turn.
Though he cannot miss the beauty in Leah’s
bright eyes and patient ways, he also sees a
reminder of the pain he came so far to escape.
Leah, too, has a burden on her heart. Years ago
she was engaged to Johnny Kile, and was
heartbroken when he decided to leave the Amish
community. Since then she has immersed herself
in her love of the children she teaches,
forgetting any hopes of having her own family.
When Johnny returns, seeking reconciliation,
Leah must decide between two pathways, either
of which will change her life forever...
100 Proof Murder - Mary Ellis 2021-07-01
Pour yourself a strong shot of rivalry, romance,
and murder. Travel writer Jill Curtis is in
Louisville, Kentucky, on the next stop of her
bourbon tour assignment, and is keen to explore
the local distilleries with her videographer,
Michael Erickson – especially since her new
beau, Lieutenant Nick Harris, lives in the city.
But the night before Jill’s first tour at Parker’s
Distillery, she is shocked to learn that the
master distiller, William Scott, has died suddenly
of a heart attack – and even more shocked when
she discovers William’s daughter, Alexis,
suspects foul play. Is there more to William’s
death than meets the eye? Jill is soon drawn into
a deadly blend of rivalry, jealously, and coldblooded murder as she attempts to uncover the
truth behind William's unexpected demise.
Secrets Come Home - Samantha Price
2015-11-25
After Ettie Smith's friend, Agatha, dies, Ettie is
surprised to find that Agatha has left her a
house. During building repairs, the body of an
Amish man who disappeared forty years earlier
is discovered under the floorboards. When it
comes to light that Agatha and the deceased
man were once engaged to marry, the police
declare Agatha as the murderer. Ettie sets out to
prove otherwise. Soon Ettie hears rumours of
stolen diamonds, rival criminal gangs, and a
supposed witness to the true murderer's
confession. When Ettie discovers a key, she is
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certain it holds the answers she is looking for.
Will the detective listen to Ettie's theories when
he sees that the key belongs to a safe deposit
box?
A Secret Identity - Gayle Roper 2010-09-01
Readers will be delighted as popular author
Gayle Roper continues her contemporary Amish
series (that began with A Stranger’s Wish) with
book two in The Amish Farm series, A Secret
Identity. Cara Bentley is raised by her
grandfather to appreciate family. When she
discovers—quite by accident—that he was
adopted, her whole perspective changes. If he
wasn’t a Bentley, who was he? If she isn’t a
Bentley, who is she? She determines to find her
“real” family. Ending up in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, she takes a room at the Zook
family farm. When she seeks the help of attorney
Todd Reasoner, the search for the truth begins
in earnest. But as mysterious accidents begin to
happen, Cara suspects her attempt to find out
the truth is not welcome—and neither is she.
Readers will be turning pages to find the
answers Cara seeks.
Amish House of Secrets - Samantha Price
A letter sends Emma and the other Amish
widows on a quest. While Emma is trying to
unravel someone else's past, is she about to ruin
her future?
In Plain Sight - Linda Castillo 2019-05-28
From Linda Castillo, the New York Times
bestselling author of A Gathering of Secrets,
comes a new Kate Burkholder short mystery, In
Plain Sight: a story of star-crossed love and
murder in Amish country. Seventeen year old
Amish boy, Noah Kline, is struck by a car as he
walks alongside a dark country road late one
night in Painters Mill. Seriously injured, he
lapses into a coma. Initially, Chief of Police Kate
Burkholder believes it’s a straightforward hit
and run, a driver that panicked and fled. But
evidence soon emerges that the incident wasn’t
accidental at all--and Kate uncovers a story of
teenage passion and jealousy that may have led
to attempted murder.
A Summer Secret - Kathleen Fuller 2010-05-17
In the Mysteries of Middlefield series, readers
will be immersed into exciting mysteries and
authentic Amish culture. With a twin brother
and five younger brothers, Mary Beth Mullet’s
house is in constant chaos. Her parents don’t
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seem to mind the noise, but she needs a break
from all the pestering and babysitting. It’s the
summer before eighth grade, and Mary Beth
plans to escape to her secret place as much as
possible. The old barn in the neighboring field is
dangerous, and her parents have forbidden her
to go there, but she escapes to it as often as she
can. Mary Beth soon discovers she is not alone
in the barn. Someone is living there; someone
who needs help. Can Mary Beth help the
stranger without losing her secret place? And
what if the barn is as dangerous as her parents
say it is? Readers will identify with Mary Beth’s
struggles for peace and independence and be
engrossed in the excitement and danger of A
Summer Secret.
Because I Could Not Stop for Death - Amanda
Flower 2022-09-20
Emily Dickinson and her housemaid, Willa
Noble, realize there is nothing poetic about
murder in this first book in an all-new series
from USA Today bestselling and Agatha
Award–winning author Amanda Flower. January
1855 Willa Noble knew it was bad luck when it
was pouring rain on the day of her everimportant job interview at the Dickinson home in
Amherst, Massachusetts. When she arrived late,
disheveled with her skirts sodden and filthy,
she'd lost all hope of being hired for the position.
As the housekeeper politely told her they'd be in
touch, Willa started toward the door of the
stately home only to be called back by the soft
but strong voice of Emily Dickinson. What begins
as tenuous employment turns to friendship as
the reclusive poet takes Willa under her wing.
Tragedy soon strikes and Willa's beloved
brother, Henry, is killed in a tragic accident at
the town stables. With no other family and
nowhere else to turn, Willa tells Emily about her
brother’s death and why she believes it was no
accident. Willa is convinced it was murder.
Henry had been very secretive of late, only
hinting to Willa that he'd found a way to earn
money to take care of them both. Viewing it first
as a puzzle to piece together, Emily offers to
help, only to realize that she and Willa are
caught in a deadly game of cat and mouse that
reveals corruption in Amherst that is
generations deep. Some very high-powered
people will stop at nothing to keep their
profitable secrets even if that means forever
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silencing Willa and her new mistress....
Murder, Plain and Simple - Isabella Alan
2013-09-03
First in a new series! When Angela Braddock
inherits her late aunt’s beautiful Amish quilt
shop, she leaves behind her career and broken
engagement for a fresh start in Holmes County,
Ohio. With her snazzy cowboy boots and her
ornithophobic French bulldog, Angie doesn’t
exactly fit in with the predominantly Amish
community in Rolling Brook, but her aunt’s
quilting circle tries to make her feel welcome as
she prepares for the reopening of Running
Stitch. On the big day, Angie gets a taste of
success as the locals and Englisch tourists
browse the store’s wares while the quilters
stitch away. But when Angie finds the body of
ornery Amish woodworker Joseph in her
storeroom the next morning, everything starts
falling apart. With evidence mounting against
her, Angie is determined to find the culprit
before the local sheriff can arrest her. Rolling
Brook always appeared to be a simple place, but
the closer Angie gets to the killer, the more she
realizes that nothing in the small Amish
community is as plain as it seems....
Amish Mystery - Samantha Price 2018-05-09
Selena Lehman inherits a house from her
estranged Amish grandfather and visits to take a
look. When she sees it's not being cared for, she
confronts the caretaker, John Yoder. The
condition of the house falls to a low priority
when she learns her grandfather died in prison
after admitting to murder. Convinced there's
more to this story, she finds her way to Ettie
Smith's doorstep. Soon, Selena finds everything
she knows to be true about her life is a lie. Can
Ettie help Selena unravel the secrets and clear
her grandfather's name before her straight-laced
lawyer fiance discovers her grandfather was a
common criminal?Also in the Ettie Smith Amish
Mysteries series: Book 1: Secrets Come
HomeBook 2: Amish MurderBook 3: Murder in
the Amish BakeryBook 4: Amish Murder Too
CloseBook 5: Amish Quilt Shop MysteryBook 6:
Amish Baby MysteryBook 7: BetrayedBook 8:
Amish False WitnessBook 9: Amish Barn
MurdersBook 10: Amish Christmas MysteryBook
11: Who Killed Uncle Alfie?Book 12: Lost: Amish
MysteryBook 13: Amish Cover-UpBook 14:
Amish Crossword MurderBook 15: Old
amish-house-of-secrets-amish-romance-mystery-amish-secret-widows-society-5

PromisesBook 16: Amish Mystery at Rose
CottageBook 18: Fear Thy NeighborAll
Samantha Price books are clean and wholesome
reads
The Amish Secret Wish - Laura V. Hilton
2021-04-27
Fall in love with an award-winning author's
charming Amish romance about a woman with a
secret pen pal—perfect for fans of Rachel J.
Good and Marta Perry. Waitress Hallie
Brunstetter has a secret: she writes a popular
column for her Amish paper under the pen name
GHB. When Hallie receives a letter from a
reader asking to become her pen pal, she
reluctantly agrees. She can’t help but be drawn
to the compassionate stranger, never expecting
him to show up in Hidden Springs looking for
GHB . . . or for him to be quite so handsome in
real life. But after losing her beau in a tragic
accident, Hallie won’t risk her heart—or her
secrets—again. If Kiah didn’t already feel so
connected to GHB, Hallie would be a perfect
wife—and it seems most of Hidden Springs’s
would-be matchmakers agree! Though Hallie is
peculiarly opposed to uncovering GHB’s true
identity, she understands Kiah almost as well as
his mystery pen pal. The longer he searches for
GHB, the more Kiah finds himself hoping Hallie
will be holding the pen that first captured his
heart. But will Hallie ever trust Kiah with the
truth about her identity . . . and her feelings for
him?
Murder Simply Brewed - Vannetta Chapman
2014-03-25
When the coffee shop manager is murdered in
Middlebury’s Amish Artisan Village, two women
from different walks of life must join together to
solve the mystery. Spring has arrived in
Middlebury, Indiana, and Amber Wright is
optimistic about the growing profit from her
collection of Amish shops—until she receives a
call that Ethan Gray is dead. Hurrying over to A
Simple Blend, she finds a solitary hole in the
front window and the store manager lying next
to the espresso machine, dead from an apparent
heart attack. All the money is still in his register.
When Amber hires a young Amish woman,
Hannah Troyer, to take over the shop’s duties,
the two women become fast friends—as well as
amateur sleuths. The police believe Gray’s death
is a by-product of vandalism, but Amber and
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Hannah aren't convinced. Clues that don't add
up, a neighbor who is pulled into the midst of
the investigation, a town with secrets to hide,
and a blossoming romance—all will combine to
push Amber and Hannah into unfamiliar roles in
order to reveal answers to the mysteries around
them. "Chapman's latest is a mix of mystery and
romance with vivid characters, a realistic setting
and themes of loss, trust and love." — Romantic
Times, four-star review
Secrets Come Home Large Print: Amish
Suspense and Mystery - Samantha Price
2018-10-17
A body is found under the floorboards!, It's an
Amish man who disappeared forty years ago.
After Ettie Smith's friend dies, Ettie is surprised
to find that she has been left her house. During
building repairs, the dreadful discovery is made.
When it comes to light the former owner of the
home and the victim were once engaged to
marry, the police piece together a scenario
where Ettie's friend is the killer. Ettie knows her
friend is innocent and sets out to prove it.Could
an old key found in the house change
everything?
The Amish Widow - Samantha Price 2014-10-16
Newly widowed Amish woman Emma Kurtzler
has little time to grieve before she discovers that
someone is trying to force her from her farm.
The man who had the lease on her farm is found
murdered shortly after informing Emma of his
intention to break the lease. In an effort to both
save her farm and avoid becoming a suspect in
the man's murder, Emma sets out to get to the
bottom of things. Emma befriends a group of
Amish Widows and quickly discovers that there
is more to these sweet Amish ladies than meets
the eye when they willingly help her with her
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investigations. In the midst of Emma's troubles
she is drawn to Wil Jacobson, a friendly
neighbour, but can she trust this man who is
trying his best to win her heart?
Lemon Drop Dead - Amanda Flower
2021-04-27
Murder always leaves a sour taste . . . Although
baby showers aren’t an Amish tradition, Bailey
King wants to celebrate Emily Keim’s
forthcoming bundle of joy. It’s the least she can
do for her hardworking assistant at Swissmen
Sweets, especially with Emily being estranged
from her siblings. Everyone in Harvest, Ohio has
gathered at the town gazebo—decked out in
lemon-themed décor to add some of Emily’s
favorite flavor to the festivities—including Juliet
Brook, Jethro the Pig, and in a last-minute invite,
Emily’s sister Esther Esh. But Esther isn’t the
only surprise guest. A mysterious Amish woman
confronts Emily claiming to know about her
secret shame—the child she had as a teenager
who was given up for adoption. The stranger
vanishes before Bailey could find out who she
was and if she knew what happened to Emily’s
first baby. Later that evening, the woman
reappears—dead in Esh Family Pretzels, with a
threatening letter written by Esther found on
her body. Emily knows her sister is not a
murderer and convinces Bailey to help clear
Esther’s name and put the squeeze on the real
killer . . . Recipe Included! Praise for Amanda
Flower and her Amish cozies “As it turns out,
Amanda Flower may have just written the first
Amish rom com.” —USA Today “Flower has hit it
out of the ballpark . . . and continues to amaze
with her knowledge of the Amish way of life.”
—RT Book Reviews “Reading the book is a visit
to a town that feels like home.” —Kings River
Life
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